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we tending ? A brief hour's talk can only allow me
to touch on the merest fringe of a subject so vast in
its implications.
The academic study of literature., when we come
to scrutinize it closely, is—let us be clear about this
at once—a different thing in many ways from that of
an exact science or province of knowledge, like
mathematics or chemistry. For those of my col-
leagues whose business it is to deal with such subjects,
the path is more or less clearly marked out. They
have to instil into young minds concrete knowledge,
or knowledge of facts, to co-ordinate theory with fact,
to discuss and illustrate the practical applications
of such knowledge. They deal with provinces of
learning with which there is no difficulty in corning
to grips. The object of the student of mathematics
is to become a mathematician: of the student of
chemistry to become a chemist—in some measure
at least; perhaps even the object of a student of history
is to become potentially a historian. But what of
the student of literature ? His goal is certainly not
to become a maker of literature, although it is pleasant
to think that that may be, and sometimes is, a by-
product. Is it our function as professors of literature
to turn out literary historians and literary critics ?
Again, if you come to think of it, that cannot be a
purpose which concerns very many of the young
people under our care. Thus, you see our field is
by no means easy to define.
Even my more immediate colleagues whose pro-
vince is language—-philology, as we like to call It in
England—are to be envied. They, too, have a
subject which can be more or less definitely mapped
out, one into which—if I may mix my metaphors—
the student can get his teeth. There is nothing
vague about It, And I have long come to the con-
clusion that the English mind—in contrast notably
to the German mind, with which I have necessarily
the closest familiarity, perhaps even to my own

